
 

 

 

 
 

External Zip: Challenging Environment Installations 
 
Please always let us know if your Zip blind is for external use… or if you are going to install your blinds in a 
swimming pool or other harsh or unusual environment area… You would be amazed where our blinds have been 
installed! 
 
Generally, in most cases, the build of our blinds can be adjusted to suit the situation. We just need to know the 
situation you are installing in. External blinds are built differently to internal blinds, for example: 

• The Hem Bar is usually larger and/or extra weight added.  
• Water drainage channels are provided in the headbox.  
• Key components are galvanised before painting  
• Stainless steel screws used. With external blinds, you are putting up a big sail area of fabric that is trapped 

on all 4 sides, what happens when that strong winds hits without warning?  
• Our blinds are strong, but there are limits to what you can realistically expect the blind, its fixings and the 

building to withstand.  
• The bigger the bigger the blind is, the more force you are putting on the blind, its fixings and the building 

when the wind blows.  
• Consider how exposed your location is.  

o Small and sheltered, risk is low.  
o Large and exposed, risk is high - system must be protected by a wind guard system.  

 

Safety First  
The best method of operation is electric with a wind guard system installed. This will ensure the blind 
automatically retracts when the wind is above a certain level. This level can be adjusted for the risk level of your 
installation.  
 

Warranty  
Unless we are advised in writing at the point of order a blind is being used externally or in any environment other 
than a normal internal situation, any work on these products, which would normally be covered by our warranty 
for unmodified products, is at our sole discretion. 


